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The Lord is my sherpard: I shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures:
he leadeth me beside the still waters.
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life; and I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever.
Amen.
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A Case Study of Formal Training of the Front Desk Agent
in Rochester/Monroe County, New York
by
Nicole Marisa Harley
ABSTRACT
The hospitality industry is a billion dollar industry
based upon customer service. Measure of quality service is
an intangible concept based upon the perception of the
customer. It is the industry's frontline employee that has
the responsibility of fulfilling the perceived image of
service the guest has envisioned.
In 1991, industries throughout the U.S. budgeted 43.2
billion dollars to be spent on formal training of its
employees. The dollar commitment made to training
exemplifies a companies commitment to its employees and
customers. The formal training of the front desk agent
bares the same commitment.
In this study is was assumed that through formal
training the front desk agent would gain a better knowledge
and confidence in their job performance and overall job
satisfaction. As a result the industry would have a
knowledgeable, confident and satisfied front desk agent that
would provide better customer service.
This descriptive study attempted to identify the status
of formal training of the front desk agent, the effect
formal training had on job satisfaction and retention and
the differences in the perception of formal training between
the front desk agent/trainee and the front desk
manager/trainer in the Rochester/Monroe County, N.Y. area.
The study was conducted through a 28 and a 40 item
questionnaire asked of both the front desk agent/trainee and
the front desk manager/trainer. The questions asked dealt
with formal training, job satisfaction and demographics.
It was concluded that although formal training is an
important factor in the hospitality industry overall job
satisfaction is an independent variable of formal training.
The questionnaire did however infer that for those hotels
that do provide formal training there is a difference in the
perception of training between the front desk agent/trainee
and the front desk manager/ trainer.
CHAPTER I
Introduction
When the beginnings of the first hotel emerged, who
would have ever thought that in the year 1991, there would
be over 10,000 hotel rooms in New York City alone. The
rapid growth of the hospitality industry created millions of
job openings for many workers. The high demand for skilled
and unskilled workers alike created a labor shortage
beginning in the mid-1980' s. The hospitality industry
relies on people as its customers, just as it relies on
people to service its customers. People, not machinery, are
the bread and butter of the hospitality industry.
When one thinks of a hotel, the first vision that
probably enters their mind is that of the front desk. There
is a natural association between the front desk and the
operations of a hotel. Conceptually, the first real point
of contact between the guest and the hotel may very well be
at the front desk. The front desk agent serves as both the
initial and final contact the guest has with the hotel. As
a frontline employee, the front desk agent is "on stage"
during their functions. At every point during their job as
front desk agent, whenever they are put in direct contact
with the guest, either face-to-face or over-the-phone, the
front desk agent is confronted with a "moment of truth" .
"Moment of truth" is a phrase coined by Jan Carlzon,
President of SAS (Scandinavian Airlines System) . "Moment of
truth" is described as a point of customer contact when
everything the customer service provider has learned is put
to the test and the customer forms an opinion based on that
response. As a front desk agent, you are expected to be
everything and everyone to the customer. Whenever a guest
has a problem, they always feel that they can find
resolution through the front desk agent. Therefore, the
front desk agent is expected to know all. Front desk agents
are ordinary people. They are not born with the skills and
capability to run a hotel. Only through training, training,
and more training, can the front desk agent be expected to
gain the skills and capabilities necessary to be an
effective front desk agent.
Formal training can be defined as training that is
structured, classroom or one-on-one instruction, not on-the-
job, or "pick up as you go along" training. The only way
front desk agent can be expected to perform their duties
properly is if they are trained in their function. Formal
training enables a front desk agent to anticipate and
fulfill guest needs. The immediate response to a situation
by a front desk agent can either make or break that "moment
of truth".
A "high guest satisfaction" and "quality of service"
are what most hospitality operations strive for in today's
competitive industry. Formal training of a front desk
agent, as well as other employees, can help to achieve this
goal. "Knowing a subject well allows one to therefore
discuss it confidently and naturally, making the customer
feel at ease" (Zemke, 1991). The time and effort taken for
formal training will be time and effort given back. One
must first take care of their employees who will in turn
take care of their guests.
The study that follows is a descriptive study on the
status of formal training and job satisfaction of front desk
agents in the Rochester /Monroe County, New York area. The
topics were researched through a survey of front desk
agents/trainees and front desk managers/trainers.
Sicrnif icance of Study
The hospitality industry is one that is continually
growing and looking for new ways to service its customers
better. Formal training is an important issue that needs to
be addressed, specifically pertaining to the hospitality
industry .
In 1991, 43.2 billion dollars was budgeted for formal
training in different industries throughout America (Gordon,
1991) . The hospitality industry is one that is most often
categorized as "other" when it comes to surveys or
questionnaires regarding formal training. A baseline needs
to be established for the hospitality industry to create
facts and figures of its own regarding formal training and
its effects on job satisfaction and retention. It is
important for the industry to know how much money is being
spent on formal training, who is doing the training, what
topics are being covered, where the training is
taking place and the length of time being devoted.
Problem Statement
Formal training is an important issue in United States'
organizations today. Is there a relationship between formal
training and job satisfaction in the hospitality industry,
specifically at the front desk of a hotel?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects
of formal front desk training on employee job satisfaction
at the front desk. Provided is a "snapshot" view of formal
front desk agent training in the Rochester /Monroe County,
New York area. This study also examines the difference in
perception of formal training between the front desk
agent/trainee and the front desk manager/trainer.
Scope /Limitations of the Study
This study will examine the formal training and job
satisfaction of front desk agents/trainees in the
Rochester/Monroe County, N.Y. area only- Similar questions
were asked of two populations, front desk agents/trainees
and front desk managers/trainers. The purpose was to first
receive a more accurate picture of formal training and to
secondly examine the possibility of difference of
perception. The study limits itself in regional area and
questionnaire content. This study deals with issues of the
social sciences, those concerning people and their opinion
of fact. The social sciences is an area in which facts
cannot be proven but trends and possibilities can be
concluded. Ultimately, this study will establish a
foundation for further studies that examine the hospitality
industries formal training activities and it effects on job
satisfaction.
Assumption
For the purpose of this study one assumption was made.
1. A front desk agent's job satisfaction is dependent
upon formal training.
Definition of Terms
Formal Training: refers to training practices which
are structured, classroom or one-on-one instruction, not on-
the-job, or "pick up as you go
along" training.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The Labor Shortage
There is no doubt that the labor shortage the
hospitality industry has been predicting for years is upon
us. Although colleges and universities are graduating more
hospitality students than in the past, management positions
do not make up the bulk of the industry jobs that are
experiencing shortages. College graduates are not looking
for the entry level positions the hospitality industry for
which there is a need. The shortages are occurring in such
positions as housekeeping, waiter ing, and dishwashing.
The hospitality industry typically recruits its new
staff from a labor pool of young adults. Experts predict
that from now through the turn of the century, the demand
for staff will exceed the supply in hospitality operations
throughout the nation. The reason for such a prediction is
that America's population is aging at a faster rate than the
birthrate. The occurrence is because the bulk of the baby
boom has passed beyond the 16-24 age group, from which the
hospitality industry usually recruits most of its new
workers. The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
predicts annual shrinkage in this age group: 2.4% for men
and 2.2% for women through 1990; then 1.2% for both sexes
between 1990 and 1995. (Leposky, 1987) See Figure 1.
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Americans are having fewer children. The "yuppie" and
the "me" generation is one that is more concerned with
social, economic and political advancement not raising a
large family.
Thomas E. Hill, acting Regional Administrator for the
United States Department of Labor in New York, predicted a
decline in young workers from 16% of the total labor force
in 1985 to 30% in the year 2000. "With the number of people
entering the labor force decreasing," he said, "75% of the
people who will be working at the turn of the century are
already working today" (Leposky, 1987). See Figure 2.
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In order to remain dedicated to providing quality
service to its customers through person-to-person contact,
the hospitality industry will have to find new ways to make
it work. Three elements, as discussed by George Leposky,
will be necessary to keep the industry functional: new
sources of labor, technological advances, and cross-training
of employees.
New sources of untapped labor will involve the
recruitment of retirees, the handicapped, dislocated
workers, young mothers, immigrants, and homemakers. These
new sources of labor will help the industry remain viable.
Technology will also play a major role in aiding the
hospitality industry to combat the shortage of workers.
Better machinery will help in such areas as the kitchen and
laundry room. More advanced computers will help in all
areas by creating easier and more accessible department
linkages. Technology will hopefully do the job of two
people without taking away from the "human touch" .
Cross-training of all employees in all departments will
create many workers within one. For example, When "A",
front desk agent, becomes ill, "B", the housekeeper who has
only one room to clean that day, can replace or "fill-in"
for "A" at the front desk. Cross-training creates the
advantage of better communication, departmental flexibility,
and career advancement.
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Recruiting new sources of labor, technology, and cross-
training practices will ease the effects of the labor crunch
and may even solve the problem. The formal training of
hospitality employees is an even more important factor when
there are less people to perform the same number of
functions without compromising the quality of service.
Job Satisfaction and Retention
The high turnover rate associated with the hospitality
industry has forced employers to look deeper into the
reasons employees leave their jobs and to ask themselves how
they can persuade them to stay. Job satisfaction and its
relationship to the retention of employees has become a
major area of concern.
There are many reasons employees decide to terminate
their employment. If an employer is to retain their
employees through job satisfaction, it is important for them
to find out first why they are leaving and second, where
they are going. A comprehensive and in-depth exit interview
will help employers discover the answers. The hospitality
industry is a competitive industry within itself, but
besides competing against each other for labor, there are
outside industries to be considered as well.
Although the reasons are numerous and sometimes depend
upon the particular situation, there are five main causes,
as discussed by Kathy Boyle for NRA News, why hospitality
11
industry employees quit their jobs.
First, leadership through management is an important
factor in the moral and overall performance of employees.
Not all people are self-motivated. It has been the job of
management to provide their employees with the motivation to
perform. When the leadership fails, so may the employees
and often they quit because of poor management.
Second, many people enter the hospitality industry
through entry level positions. They view their jobs as a
"transitory phase" in their career. The hospitality
industry has not been seen as a career goal, but as a
"stepping stone" to a better position in a different field.
Making beds, bussing tables, or answering the switchboard
has been seen as "paying your dues" while either going to
school or looking for something better.
Third, the hospitality industry has not been known for
its high paying positions. Low pay remains a very obvious
reason for leaving a job. Entry level wages and management
wages are not always competitive when compared to the wages
of other industries. Profit structures and wage margins
make it difficult for the industry to pay higher wages
without passing the expense along to the guest, resulting in
higher room rates. Many feel that they can earn more money
elsewhere with less pressure.
Fourth, returning home with a headache has not been an
uncommon occurrence for anyone that has worked in the
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hospitality industry. Long hours and high pressure can
easily lead to early burn-out. People trying to satisfy the
needs of other people has been a difficult task. Unlike
working solely with computers or inanimate objects, humans
come in different shapes, sizes and most important
temperaments. What pleases one, does not necessarily please
another. Stress in the hospitality industry can lead to
burn-out .
Finally, although things are changing, good incentive
programs have not been easy to come by in the hospitality
industry. While other industries offer health benefits,
retirement plans, profit or stock sharing, the hospitality
industry usually does not. A lack of incentives make it an
easier decision to seek employment elsewhere.
Treat your employees with the respect you expect them
to show your customers and find a way to let them grow with
you, then they will stick with you. Along the way, fun,
team-building activities, and benefits help ease the
pressure (Boyle, 1985) .
How to satisfy your employees and make them want to
stay is a question for which there are many solutions. Not
any one solution may be right for everyone, but if given the
basics and offered alternatives employees can be better
satisfied in their functional job capacity and within
themselves, will either not think of leaving or at least
think twice. By taking the reasons why they are leaving and
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building them into reasons to stay, employee satisfaction
and retention can be better achieved.
First, making the employees feel that they too are
important has been an aspect that is often overlooked.
Today's employee wants and demands more than just a raise in
pay. A pat on the back for a job well done may be more of
what they are looking for in regards to satisfaction.
Fostering a corporate culture that promotes the well being
of "self" as being of equal importance as the well being of
the guest, proves the personal worth of each worker.
Management in the leadership role needs to help encourage
self-motivation by welcoming ideas from employees at all
levels and by providing positive feedback through individual
reward, as well as, team diligence and initiative.
Second, aggressive marketing of the hospitality
industry as a career path will counteract the "stepping
stone" scenario. The hospitality industry has offered
advancement opportunities, but it will take creative
recruiting techniques to emphasize the openings. Through
education, students are made aware of the career
possibilities but for those already in the positions, the
educational process must be transferred so that they too may
share the insight. Promotions from within make for a
stronger case of the hospitality industry as a career path.
Formal training and cross-training make it possible for
employees to continue to move up the corporate ladder.
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Third, wages have been a definite problem when it comes
to any job. Keeping in a competitive wage range, and if
possible paying above the average salary, will sustain the
average employee. Surprisingly, if other working conditions
are satisfactory, most employees will not base a decision to
depart solely on wages.
Fourth, the stress that often accompanies working in
the hospitality industry has been inevitable, but it can be
lessened. Today's employee may not be willing to compromise
their mental well being for the good of the company.
Through inter-departmental communication, many of the small
problems that turn into major disputes can be avoided. When
one department understands the function of the other,
channels do not get crossed as easily. Through seminars,
retreats, outings, and workshops at all levels, employees
can learn and discuss ways to make their jobs and lives less
stressful. Not only should job related stress be discussed,
but also everyday living. Topics such as team building as
well as alcoholism and exercise should be included.
Hospitality industry burn-out can happen to anyone at any
age, but it can be combatted.
Finally, not all people have the same wants and needs.
Reward and incentive programs must be creatively flexible so
as to offer something for everyone. Health and even
retirement benefits are basic parts of the package that
people now expect to find at any job. For many, it has
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become an important deciding factor as to whether or not one
will remain with their current employment or move on.
Health and benefit packages as well as rewards and
incentives are important in a job that one is to view as
more than just a job but a career.
Job satisfaction and the resulting retention of
employees in the hospitality industry, can be made easier if
simple but effective strategies are employed. It will be up
to the industry to begin to use these tools.
Formal Training
Formal training is management's responsibility.
Training results in better service to customers and has the
potential for increasing the firm's profitability. Employee
training is the answer to poor service, low productivity,
high turnover, low morale, and high absenteeism. Training
increases the self-confidence, loyalty and longevity of
employees. The objective of training is to help the trainee
acquire the skills, knowledge and attitudes necessary to
carrying out his or her present duties as well as prepare
him or her for increased responsibility (Minor, et.al. .
1984) .
Formal training incorporates the vision and goal of an
organization. It is a reflection of the lifelong commitment
an organization has to its future existence. Formal
training is the commitment backed up by action. Outside an
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organization individuals attend various institutions to
receive an education. Inside an organization individuals
attend formal training instruction to receive an education.
The educational process does not end when a degree is
received, but continues in the workplace through formal
training. Learning is a lifelong process. Only a foolish
person refuses to continue to learn.
Today's marketplace is a service-sensitive one.
Seasoned customers are now more inclined than ever to take
their business elsewhere if they feel they are not receiving
the service they deserve. The hospitality industry is a
buyer's marketplace. Unlike the manufacturing goal of zero-
defect, the service goal of zero-defect is harder to achieve
and measure. Manufacturing deals with tangible products.
The hospitality industry deals with intangibilities. The
product of service is customer satisfaction. Customer
satisfaction is not an item in a store, has no shelf life
and cannot be inventoried or produced in advance of
delivery. Consumer perception of service quality results
when a comparison of expectations prior to receiving the
service with actual experiences of the service. Quality
evaluations derive from the service process as well as the
service outcome (Zemke, 1989) .
The service process begins with formal training. Zero-
defect can be achieved but only through the performance of
the service provider. Zero-defect is an objective
17
evaluation through the guest perspective.
The hospitality industry can learn an important lesson
from the entertainment industry in reference to formal
training (Hazel. 1989) . When the curtain goes up on opening
night on Broadway you can bet that every line, every
movement, every breathe has been rehearsed. Months and
months of rehearsal goes into the production of a Broadway
play. Under the guidance of the director, the cast is moved
to a specific task. Props are used to simulate reality as
much as possible. Gradually the cast becomes more
comfortable with the situation and surroundings, and the
lines flow more naturally. The crutches of scripts and
markers are removed. Rehearsal continues until it is
perfect. When the curtain comes down and the applause of
the crowd can be heard outside the theater door, the actors
know they have done their job and done it well.
Similarities can be drawn between the curtain call and
the "moment of truth" between a service provider and guest.
Both an actor and a front desk agent are playing to a live
audience from which there is no turning back. When a guest
walks up to the front desk and makes a request, can
management be sure that every line, every movement, every
breathe has been rehearsed? Have months of formal training
gone into the anticipation of this moment? Under the
guidance of management has the front line been moved to
convert information into useful skills? Were props used to
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simulate reality as close as possible? Gradually, did the
front desk agent become more comfortable with the situation
and the solutions come more naturally? Were the crutches of
fact sheets and procedural manuals removed? As the formal
training period drew to a close, were the solutions to
virtually all anticipated situations rehearsed? When the
guest walks away from the desk, do they feel as though they
have been satisfactorily served? Will they return and make
a positive recommendation to their friends? These questions
must be asked and answered through formal training if the
front desk agent is expected to get it right. Rehearsal,
upon rehearsal until it is perfect is the way they do it on
Broadway, why not in the hospitality industry?
When front-line personnel feels some autonomy in their
jobs, their result and positive attitudes will become
apparent to the guest. A cycle of employee success and
guest satisfaction develops from the facilitative mode of
training through management. When the employees feel good
about their work, they work harder to satisfy the guest; the
guest has a good experience and returns for another visit.
The cycle's final outcome is increased profitability
(Atkinson, et.al. . 1989).
Setting up a formal training program is a great
challenge since many factors such as time, place and content
have to be considered. It is most appropriate to access the
needs of a formal training program through a needs analysis.
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The question then becomes, who is the most appropriate
person or persons to perform a needs analysis? The needs
analysis should be a combination of input by trainer,
trainee, and customer. The perspective of each is an
important contribution. Most importantly though is the
input of the front desk agent/ trainee. It is the front-line
that is closest to the competitive marketplace. It is the
front-line that will meet the challenge. A conservative
program that's owned by the line is far more useful than a
radically innovative program written off as the training
department's fantasy after they've consulted with academics
(Gordon. 1989) .
The greatest deficiency in most formal training
programs is a lack of consistency. It is therefore
appropriate to pinpoint several principles of effective
formal training (Minor, et.al. . 1984). These principles are
motivation, individualization, realism, response,
objectivity and reinforcement. Trainee, trainer and company
must all be motivated in order for formal training to be
effective, one to learn, the next to train and the other to
accommodate. People learn at different rates. Training
should be individualized to meet the needs and abilities of
the trainee. Formal training must be as close to reality as
possible. It should be in context to the real situation the
front desk agent/trainee will encounter. Training should
concentrate on the items that are important to the everyday
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duties of the front desk agent. Formal training is less
effective if it focuses on rare occurrences, although they
should be covered. The trainer should frequently solicit
the trainee's response. The front desk agent's response is
important as a check on progress and as a balancing
mechanism of the formal training program. Formal training
should be objective. Objective in a sense that both trainee
and trainer must know where they are at any given time and
where they are going. Reinforcement is effective in formal
training when as many as the trainee's senses (sight, smell,
touch) are used in the process and in their evaluative
method .
When the first letter of each of the six principles is
combined they spell the word "mirror". Effective formal
training programs are designed to realize that the trainee
is a reflection of what is taught. The front desk
agent/trainee will go on to represent the operation and
reflect the firm's image. The hospitality industry has an
image reflected, as in a mirror, projected through its
service providers. Effective formal training will polish
that image and reflect the firm in a better light to the
customer (Minor, et.al. , 1984) .
Formal training is a circular loop that should never
stop. Training should be more than a ritual for new
employees. For maximum effect, managers and employees
should continue training throughout their careers, so they
21
will be experts in guest satisfaction (Atkinson,
et.al. ,1989) .
For the past ten years Training magazine has conducted
a survey of U.S. organizations throughout the country with
100 or more employees. Surveyed were human resource
development (HRD) professionals, personnel directors and
other spokespersons. All questions were in regard to formal
training only. Questions such as, how many employees are
trained each year? What types of training do they receive?
How much they budget for a variety of training expenses?
How the courses are delivered and so on were asked. The
aim of Training magazine is to create a comprehensive
picture of the state of training and development in U.S.
organizations in the current year.
Although there is no hospitality industry category, the
information provided by the survey about the status of
formal training in America offers the hospitality industry
insight into what other industries are doing. The
information reported allows the hospitality industry to make
a comparison between what type formal training they are
providing as compared to an industry which is most closely
related to the hospitality industry- We can then compare
the results of my formal training survey to the broad
industry report survey findings conducted by Training
magazine.
While 1991 marks the 10th consecutive annual report on
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training and development in America, the same survey
methodology has only been used for the last four years.
Therefore, presented are comparisons of findings between the
years 1989 and 1991 and the averaged results of my front
desk agent/trainee and front desk manager/trainer
questionnaires. Table 1, represents highlights of training
practices from the year 1988 to 1991 from Training magazine
only. Overall the budgeted dollars, number of individuals
and hours of formal training gradually increased until 1990
and then took a plunge in 1991. The year 1991 also marked a
change in the concentration of businesses, individuals and
form of formal training. Table 2, represents the use of
specific types of formal training topics in U.S. industries
as a whole in the years 1989 and 1991 in comparison to the
topics that front desk agents in Rochester /Monroe County,
N.Y., said were covered in their training, 1991. Overall
the hospitality industry in comparison to the surveyed
industries rates low in the specific types of formal
training. The hospitality industry does however rate high
in the categories of new equipment usage, problem solving
and hotel and/or product knowledge. Figure 3, represents
the instructional methods that were used in U.S. industries
as a whole in the years 1989 and 1991 in comparison to the
methods that front desk agents in Rochester /Monroe County,
N.Y., said were utilized in their training, 1991. Overall
the hospitality industry in comparison to the surveyed
23
industries rate lower in the instructional methods utilized.
However in the category of self assessment/testing the
hospitality industry does rate slightly higher and in the
category of one-on-one instruction the industry rates highly
above the others.
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TABLE 1
1988-1991 TRAINING HIGHLIGHTS
Total dollars budgeted for formal training by U.S.
organizations with 100 or more employees (in billions) :
1988 1989 1990 1991
$39.6 $44.4 $45.5 $43.2
Total number of individuals who will receive formal
employer-sponsored training (in millions) :
1988 1989 1990 1991
$37.5 $35.5 $39.5 $36.8
Total hours of training those individuals will receive
(in billions) :
1988 1989 1990 1991
$1.2 $1.2 $1.3 $1.2
Total dollars budgeted by training departments for outside
expenditures [(i.e., money spent for audiovisual equipment,
seminars, computers, packaged training programs, etc.)
(in billions) ] :
1988 1989 1990 1991
$9.0 $9.4 $9.2 $8.7
25
TABLE 1 (Cont'd)
Type of organization with the highest average outside
expenditure for employee training:
(1988-1991) Transportation / Communications / Utilities
With the lowest average:
(1988) Wholesale / Retail Trade
(1989) Health Services
(1990-1991) Finance / Insurance / Banking
Type of employee likely to get the greatest amount of formal
training:
(1988) Salesperson
(1989) Professional
(1990-1991) Salesperson
The least amount:
(1988-1991) Office / Administrative Employee
Most prevalent type of formal training in U.S.
organizations :
(1988-1990) New Employee Orientation
(1991) Video
* "One hour of training" defined as one person receiving
formal training for one hour.
Source: Training Magazine October, 1988-1991.
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TABLE 2
SPECIFIC TYPES OF FORMAL TRAINING
Types of Training 1989*
(%)
1991*
(%)
1991**
(%)
Basic Front Desk Procedure N/A N/A 100
Interpersonal Skills 56.6 64.0 34.8
New Equipment Usage 54.4 62.0 83.4
Listening Skills 53.6 59.0 30.2
Rate Management N/A N/A 37.4
Goal Setting 50.1 58.0 16.1
Computer Application 49.6 57.0 53.0
Customer Relations N/A N/A 71.5
Problem Solving 46.8 53.0 66.7
Train-the-Trainer 53.8 59.0 10.4
Safety 41.1 56.0 52.2
Motivation 51.1 57.0 42.0
Stress Management 49.6 54.0 22.2
Hotel and/or Product
Knowledge
49.2 58.0 83.7
Other 9.6 6.0 5.6
* Source: Training Magazine October, 1989, 1991.
** Source: Front Desk Agent / Trainee Questionnaire
September, 1991.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Selection of Population
The survey population for this study was comprised of
hotels listed in the hotel directory. In total, 34 hotels
consisting of approximately 193 front desk agents in the
Rochester /Monroe County, N.Y. area were surveyed. This
survey population was purposely chosen for two reasons.
First, the accessibility that the area hotels afforded, and
secondly because the Rochester /Monroe County, N.Y. area is
considered to be a representative testing area (Greater
Rochester Metro Chamber of Commerce, 1989) .
Instrument Design
A cover letter, addressed to the general managers of
the listed hotels, was created to introduce the study and
request the hotel's participation in the study. A copy of
the front desk agent/trainee and front desk manager/trainer
questionnaires were also included for their review. The
cover letter indicated the original purpose of the study,
formal training and its effects on retention, and how it was
to be administered, through a questionnaire to be filled out
by all front desk agents and the interviewing of a randomly
selected front desk agent/trainee and the front desk
manager .
After review by the thesis committee, it was agreed
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that the original administration process would allot for too
much time. It was therefore decided that instead of
interviews of the front desk agent/trainee and the front
desk manager/trainer a second questionnaire similar to that
of the front desk agent/trainee would be created for the
front desk manager /trainer.
In the interest of time and to avoid confusion on the
part of the hotel, because a second master's degree
candidate would also solicit the aid of the Rochester/Monroe
County, N.Y. area hotels, one cover letter was designed to
introduce both studies (Appendix A) .
The questionnaires (Appendix B) were original in nature
and went through 5 revisions, including review by the
Rochester Hotel and Motel Association (RH&MA) before its
ultimate completion and approval. The first revision
involved the addition and subtraction of questions which did
not test for a specific purpose. The second revision
involved changes in the wording of questions for
clarification and the addition or subtraction of selection
choices. The third revision involved the addition of
questions in regards to job satisfaction. The fourth
revision involved the addition and subtraction of selection
choices. The fifth revision involved the placement and
sequence of questions in an order by which the front desk
agent/trainee and front desk manager/trainer would be
30
comfortable in their understanding and responding to the
question.
In order to compare the views of both front desk
agents/trainees and front desk managers/trainers, the two
questionnaires were created. The first 28 questions of both
questionnaires were similar. The addition of twelve
questions on the front desk agent/trainee questionnaire
applied specifically to them. They included questions
pertaining to demographics, retention, education and
previous front desk experience; questions which only the
front desk agent/ trainee would be able to answer. Many of
the items for the formal front desk agent/trainee training
questions were a direct result of reading the categories
presented in Training magazine's Industry Reports 1988-1991.
It was recommended by the thesis committee members that
another master's degree candidate, and I work together with
the Rochester /Monroe County, N.Y., hotels in order to
fulfill our requirements, however, the studies and
questionnaires are separate in nature.
The cover letter explaining the purpose of both
studies, accompanied by copies of two front desk
questionnaires and a third dealing with the housekeeping
department, were mailed on July 12, 1991.
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The questionnaires consisted of three types of questions:
1. Questions which require a direct yes or no response.
2 . Questions which require the respondent to choose one
only among various choices, which may include an
"other" choice.
3. Questions which require the respondent to choose all
that apply among various choices, which may include an
"other" choice .
The first 28 questions on both questionnaires asked for
similar information. The front desk agent/trainee
questionnaire asked for fact, while the front desk
manager/trainer questionnaire asked for the manager's
perception.
Question one (1) attempted to identify the length of time in
the front desk agent position or the average length of time
a front desk agent spends in the position.
Question two (2) and three (3) attempted to identify whether
or not an employee manual was received and reviewed.
Question four (4) directly asked whether or not formal front
desk agent training takes place.
Questions five (5) through sixteen (16) attempted to
identify the formal training practices and content, such as
who conducted the training, when and where the training took
place, topics that were covered in training, etc.
Questions seventeen (17) through twenty-five (25) and thirty
(30) attempted to identify reasons for job satisfaction, why
the job was chosen, and where the job was introduced.
Questions twenty-six (26) through twenty-nine (29) attempted
to identify the demographics of age, sex, marital status and
income .
Questions thirty-one (31) and thirty-two (32) asked about
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the hotel for classification purposes.
Questions thirty-three (33) through thirty-five (35) dealt
with the retention factor.
Questions thirty-six (3 6) through thirty-eight (38)
pertained to the educational background of the front desk
agent.
Questions thirty-nine (39) and forty (40) attempted to
identify whether or not the front desk agent may have had
former front desk experience.
The sequential order of the questions (Appendix B) went
from broad in scope to specific and then back to broad
again. Questions 1-4 were asked of the entire population ,
while questions 5-17 were asked of only those who had
received formal front desk training, and questions 17-28, on
the front desk manager/ trainer questionnaire, 17-40, on the
front desk agent/ trainee questionnaire, continued to
question the entire population. The reason for the division
and sequential order of the questionnaire was to first
involve the entire population with simple questions, then
question solely those who received formal training with more
detailed questions, and then once again involve the entire
population with more in depth questions.
The three types of questions asked, yes or no response,
choose one only response and choose all that apply response
were used to try to solicit the most accurate answer from
the respondent. These types of
"choice" close-ended
questions as opposed to "f ill-in-the-blank" open-ended
questions, also lend themselves to more statistical
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analysis. In the construction of the choose one only and
the choose all that apply questions, as many choices that
were applicable and appropriate were given. This was done
so as to offer the respondent a wide array of possibilities
and so that the "other" category would not be utilized as
frequently, because statistically it is harder to evaluate.
Survey Administration
On July 12, 1991, the cover letter and questionnaires
were mailed to the general managers of the 34 hotels in the
Rochester /Monroe County, N.Y. area. A series of follow-up
telephone calls began July 19, 1991. During these telephone
conversations, the general managers were asked if they had
received the letter, and if they would be willing to
participate in the survey. Of the 34 hotels that were asked
to participate, 20 agreed. Upon agreement, appointments
were scheduled to visit the hotel and administer the survey
instrument. Following the first two appointments, it was
requested that we simply meet with the general manager (or
whomever was put in charge of the project) , answer any
questions they may have had, and then leave the
questionnaires for the hotel to administer.
Because no name was required, the respondent remained
anonymous. A pre-addressed envelope was left with the hotel
to facilitate the ease in mailing the completed responses.
It took approximately three weeks to complete all
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appointments with the 20 hotels that were willing to
participate.
Within approximately 10 days of handing out the first
questionnaires, responses started to arrive. As responses
were received, the questionnaire data was tabulated using
SPSS-X on the VAX system at Rochester Institute of
Technology- The last of the questionnaire responses were
received September 30, 1991.
Data Processing and Analysis
The SPSS-X program was designed specifically to
tabulate the questionnaire responses for analysis. A single
program was written that would analyze data from both
questionnaires. The data was then entered into the SPSS-X
program for all statistical analysis and tabulation
information.
Due to the nature of this study and the types of
questions asked, statistical analysis were able to be
computed but were often not relevant in discussion of the
study because of its descriptive nature. The data computed
from the questionnaire is ordinal, non-interval data as
compared to interval data, therefore, common tests, such as
the T-test for normality, and means analysis are not
applicable. Cross-tabulations are only possible within the
same population, either solely the front desk agent/trainee
or the front desk manager/trainer. Because the two
35
questionnaires test two different populations, front desk
agents/trainees and front desk managers/trainers, many
cross-tabulations were rendered impossible. Trends in the
responses can be explored but concrete proof of fact cannot
be concluded.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
Of the 141 questionnaires delivered to the 20
participating hotels, 17 hotels returned a total of 53
questionnaires. Four of the 53 questionnaires were
disqualified because of missing pages during a copying
process by a participating hotel. Therefore, 49 valid
responses were obtained thus resulting in a 35% response
rate.
Descriptive Statistics
All variables, questions 1-40 on the front desk
agent/trainee questionnaire and questions 1-28 on the front
desk manager/trainer questionnaire, were tabulated
individually by the SPSS-X data analysis program. The
program produced scores of statistical information. For the
purposes of this study, the two most important numbers are
the frequencies (the actual number of respondents) and the
valid percent (the portion that responded as compared to the
whole) . Appendix B includes a copy of the original
questionnaire with the frequency and valid percent filled in
next to each question. If the respondent answered "No" to
question #4 on both questionnaires, they were instructed to
leave questions 5-16 blank and skip to question number 17
and thereafter. Therefore, on the front desk agent/ trainee
questionnaire, there are 22 missing cases in questions 5-16,
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and on the front desk manager/trainer questionnaire there
are 5 missing cases in questions 5-16. Missing cases in all
other questions are for the following reasons:
(1) the respondent skipped or chose not to answer the
question;
or
(2) the respondent answered the questions incorrectly.
For example, where the question asked that the
respondent choose one, they in turn chose more
than one. The responses were therefore invalid.
Of the 49 responding front desk agents/trainees 37.5%
had been in the position of front desk agent (FDA) for 6
months, 27.1% for 1-3 years, 18.8% for 6-12 months, 10.4%
for more than 3 years and 6.3% for less than one month.
When asked whether or not they had received a policies and
procedures manual or an employee handbook, 71.4% answered
yes, and of that 71.4%, 69.2% said a supervisor, manager or
personnel reviewed it with them.
When asked whether or not they had received formal
front desk training at their hotel 55.1% (27 of the 49)
responded yes and 14.8% received general orientation as
their only form of formal training. Those that did receive
formal front desk training began their training on their
first day, 92.6% or within one week in their position, 7.4%.
Formal training periods varied, most FDAs were trained
for 2-3 days, 51.9%, or on the lower end of 2-6 hours,
18.5%, or up to 30 days, 7.4%. The other category, 18.5%,
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said they were trained for 1-2 weeks. The persons who
trained the FDAs were either their managers, 51.8%, a
supervisor, 48.1%, and/or an experienced employee, 40.7%.
The other category, 11.1%, responded that a computer program
also aided as their trainer and 3.7% responded a human
resource employee. Training was conducted at the hotel
site, either at the front desk, 74.0%, in a
conference/meeting room, 14.8%, and/or in an office, 22.2%.
If the FDA was cross-trained within their department
they were trained as a telephone operator, 85.2%, as a
reservationist, 77.8%, and/or as a night auditor, 22.2%.
The other category, 14.8%, included that they were trained
as a bell staff person or in guest services. Respondents
indicated that 11.1% received no cross-training within their
department. If the FDA was cross-trained outside of their
department it was in housekeeping, 26.9%, and/or throughout
the entire hotel, 3.8%. The other category, 11.5%, also
included that they were cross-trained in the maintenance
department. Respondents indicated that 65.4% received no
cross-training outside of their department.
When asked whether or not their training conflicted
with the actual duties at the front desk, 96.0% responded
no. As a result of their training respondents were 100.0%
sure that they could check-in/check-out customers and make
folio adjusting entries. Respondents indicated that 92.6%
were sure that they could handle customer complaints and
39
answer customer inquiries. FDAs also felt they were able to
handle walking a customer, 85.2%, handle automated computer
systems, 74.1% and 66.7% answer touristic questions. When
asked what topics were covered by the trainer during formal
training, FDAs responded 100.0% for basic front desk
procedure, 74.1% for hotel/product knowledge, 66.7% for new
equipment usage and 63.0% for customer relations. Figure 4
represents a complete breakdown of the topics covered.
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When asked what types of instructional methods were
used, FDAs responded, one-on-one instruction, 80.8%, self
assessment/self-testing instruction, 42.3%,
videotapes/films/slides, 26.9%, self-study programs, 26.9%,
lectures /group discussion, 15.4%, and role plays, 11.5%.
Table 3 represents a profile of formally trained FDAs in
the Rochester /Monroe County, N.Y. area.
Of the 49 responding FDAs, whether formally trained or
not, all were asked how their job as a FDA could be made
easier. The majority, 50.0%, responded that better
communications between departments and front desk staffing
according to need, 45.7% would make their job easier.
Figure 5 represents a complete breakdown of the ways FDAs
felt their job could be made easier.
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TABLE 3
PROFILE OF FORMALLY TRAINED FDA'S IN THE ROCHESTER/MONROE
COUNTY, NY AREA.
Category Response Frequency Response (%)
Start of Formal
Training
Day One 25 92.6
Length of
Formal Training
2-3 Days 14 51.9
Who Conducted
Formal Training
A Manager 14 51.9
Where Formal
Training
Conducted
Front Desk 20 74.0
Cross-Training
within the
Department
Telephone
Operator
23 85.2
Cross-Training
with Other
Departments
Housekeeping 7 26.9
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FDAs were asked what attracted them to their position.
The majority.- 47.2%, responded that contact with customers
was the reason they were attracted to their position.
Respondents also indicated that 30.6% said it was because
the job was easy, 13.9% because of the work hours/ schedule,
5.6% because of the importance of the job and 2.8% because
of the glamour of the job.
FDAs were asked why they chose to work in the
hospitality industry. The majority, 60.4%, responded that
it suited their personality. Respondents indicated that
50.0% viewed the industry as a career opportunity and 47.9%
responded that they were either receiving or had received an
education in the hospitality industry. Figure 6 represents
a complete breakdown of the reasons FDAs choose to work in
the hospitality industry.
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FDAs were asked what they liked least about their job.
The number one responses were work hours/ schedule and paper
work both at 23.1%. The 'other' category contained 46.2% of
the responses. Within those responses difficult guests
represented 12.8% and salary represented 10.3% of the whole
100.0%. Table 4 represents a complete breakdown of what
FDAs like least about their job.
FDAs were asked what they liked most about their job.
the number one response was guest/people contact at 70.6%.
Work hours/schedule came in second at 17.6%. The 'other'
category contained 5.9% of the responses. Table 5
represents a complete breakdown of what FDAs like most about
their job.
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TABLE 4
WHAT FDA'S LIKE LEAST ABOUT THEIR JOB.
Reason Frequency Response (%)
Work hours /Schedule 9 23.1
Visibility 3 7.6
Paper Work 9 23.1
Other * 18 46.2
Total 39 100.0
* Other
5 - Difficult Guest
4 - Salary
2 - Peers
2 - Hours
2 - Nothing
2 - Management
1 - Location
18
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TABLE 5
WHAT FDA'S LIKE MOST ABOUT THEIR JOB.
Reason Frequency Response %
Health/Medical
Benefits 1 2.9
Employee meals 0 0.0
Work/Hours Schedule 6 17.6
Guest/People Contact 24 70.6
Convenience to
Transportation 1 2.9
Other * 2 5.9
Total 34 100.0
* Other
1 - Paycheck
1 - Experience
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When FDAs were asked if their job duties were what they
expected them to be, 93.9% responded yes. If given the
opportunity to work in another position in the hotel 23.7%
of the respondents said they would remain a FDA.
Respondents indicated that 21.1% would want to advance to
front office manager, 18.4% would take the position of
concierge, 15.8% would be sales/marketing representative,
15.8% would be the general manager, 2.6% would be a
telephone operator and the 'other' category containing 2.6%
would be night auditor.
When FDAs were asked what satisfies them the most about
their job 31.7% responded receiving a customer compliment
and 22.0% responded resolving a customer complaint.
Combined 53.7% responded that customer contact satisfied
them the most. Table 6 represents a complete breakdown of
what satisfies FDAs most about their job.
When FDAs were asked as compared to job satisfaction,
how important their salary was to them, the majority, 30.6%,
responded very important. Respondents indicated that to
26.5% of them job satisfaction and salary were of equal
importance. Figure 7 represents a complete breakdown of job
satisfaction as compared to salary by the FDA.
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TABLE 6
WHAT SATISFIES FDA'S MOST ABOUT THEIR JOB.
Reason Frequency Response (%)
Resolving a Customer Complaint 9 22.0
Receiving a Customer Compliment 13 31.7
Work Hours /Schedule 1 7.3
Receiving an Employee Reward 3 7.3
Receiving Your Paycheck 6 14.6
Other *
* Other
3 - Balancing Audit
2 - Doing a Good Job
1 - Working with Pleasant Customers
1 - Leaving
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The respondents' ages ranged from 18 to 41 and older.
Most of the respondents were female single and used their
income as either a primary or secondary source of income.
Table 7 represents a profile of the majority of the FDAs in
the Rochester/Monroe County, N.Y. area.
When FDAs were asked how they learned about their job,
the majority answered that it was through a job
advertisement, 32.7%, 20.4% through a hotel employee, 14.3%
through a friend and 2.0% through a relative. The other
category represented 30.6% of the respondents. Within the
30.6%, 20.4% was represented by walk-in applications, 8.2%
by in-school listings and 2.0% by hotel reader boards.
When FDAs were asked how long they see themselves being
a FDA, the majority, 33.3%, responded 1-2 years, 18.8%
responded 2-3 years, 14.6% responded 6-12 months and 12.5%
responded 1-6 months. The 'other' category represented
20.8% of which 8.3% viewed the job as a career, 6.2%
responded indefinitely, 2.1% responded more than 3 years,
2.1% responded until the money was no longer needed and 2.1%
responded not much longer.
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TABLE 7
PROFILE OF THE MAJORITY OF FDA'S IN THE ROCHESTER/MONROE
COUNTY, NY AREA.
Category Response Frequency Response (%)
Age 18-25 33 67.3
Sex Female 38 77.6
Marital Status Single 37 75.6
Source of Income Secondary 22 50.0
Primary 22 50.0
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When FDAs were asked how long they see themselves
remaining with their current company, the majority, 24.4%,
responded 6-12 months, 2 0.0% responded 1-2 years, 17.8%
responded 3-4 years and 11.1% responded 2-3 years. The
other category represented 26.7% of which 6.7% viewed the
company as one which they planned a career with, 6.7%
responded indefinitely, 6.7% responded not sure, 2.2%
responded longer than 4 years, 2.2% responded not much
longer, and 2.2% responded until the money is no longer
needed.
When FDAs were asked how long they see themselves
remaining in the hospitality industry the majority, was part
of the 'other' category. The 'other' category represented
46.8% of which 36.2% viewed the hospitality industry as
their chosen career field. The remainder consisted of 27.7%
responding 6-8 years, 10.6% responding 2-4 years, 8.5%
responding 4-6 years and 6.4% responding 1-2 years. In the
'other' category, 4.3% responded a long time, 2.1% responded
until the money is no longer needed, 2.1% responded not sure
and 2.1% responded 6-12 months.
When FDAs were asked if they had degree 65.3% responded
yes. Of those who responded yes, 45.7% had a two year
college degree, 22.9% had a four year college degree, 22.9%
had a high school degree, 2.9% had a technical school
degree, 2.9% had a graduate school degree and 2.9% had a
business school degree. Of the total FDAs with degrees,
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54.5% majored in hospitality, 9.1% majored in business and
6.1% majored in liberal arts. The 'other' category
representing 30.3% of which 12.1% represented travel and
tourism majors, 6.1% represented foreign language majors,
3.0% represented a foodservice major, 3.0% represented a
art/math major, 3.0% represented a finance major and 3.0%
represented a psychology major. If the travel and tourism
majors and the foodservice major were combined with the
hospitality category the result would be 69.6%.
When asked whether or not they had previously worked in
a front desk agent position in another hotel 59.2% responded
yes. Of the 59.2% that did 34.5% worked for 6 months, 31.0%
worked for 6-12 months, 13.8% worked for longer than 3
years, 10.2% worked for 1-3 years and 3.4% worked for less
than 1 month.
During the course of the study questions were raised as
to whether or not the educational background of the FDA as a
hospitality major would have an affect on their view of job
satisfaction. The second question raised was if there was
any connection between the size of the hotel and the formal
training a FDA received.
In order to investigate the possibility of an
association between an FDA with a hospitality education and
a FDA without a hospitality education and their opinions
toward job satisfaction, crosstabulations were performed on
the questions pertaining to having a hospitality education
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by questions asked about job satisfaction. The five
questions that were crosstabulated were: question 19, why
one choose the hospitality field; specifically because of a
hospitality education (choice 3), by question 20, what do
you like least about your job; question 21, what do you like
most about your job; question 24, what satisfies you the
most about your job and question 25, as compared to job
satisfaction how important is your salary.
Table 8 shows the opinions of those FDAs who have a
hospitality education compared to those that do not have a
hospitality education toward what they like least about
their job.
It appears that there is no significant difference in
the opinion of those with or without a hospitality education
when it is asked what they like least about their job. The
only category that shows any true disparity in opinion is
the view toward work hours/schedule. It appears that those
FDAs with a hospitality education dislike their work
hours/schedule more than those without a hospitality
education.
Table 9 shows the opinion of those FDAs who have a
hospitality education compared to those who do not have a
hospitality education toward what they like most about their
job.
It seems that there is no apparent difference in the
opinion of those with a hospitality education and those
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without a hospitality education when asked what they like
most about their job. The single category that shows a
difference is that of work hours/schedule. It seems that
those who do not have a hospitality education like their
work hours/ schedule more than those with a hospitality
education.
It is ironic that the one category that poses a
difference in opinion of those with a hospitality education
and those without a hospitality education is that of work
hours /schedule. It appears that those without a hospitality
education accept the work hours/ schedule of the FDA more
willingly than those with a hospitality education.
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TABLE 8
CROSSTABULATION OF HOSPITALITY EDUCATION BY LIKE LEAST ABOUT
THE JOB.
Work Hours/
Schedule
Visibility Paper
Work
Other
*
Total
Yes
(no.) 6 1 4 8 19
(%) 15.4 2.6 10.3 20.5 48.7
No
(no.) 3 2 5 10 20
(%) 7.7 5.1 12.8 25.6 51.3
Totals
(no.) 9 3 9 18 39
(%) 23.1 7.7 23.1 46.2 100.0
* Other
5 - Difficult guests
4 - Salary
2 - Low moral of peers
2 - Nothing
2 - Working evenings/holidays
2 - Management
1 - Location
18
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TABLE 9
CROSSTABULATION OF HOSPITALITY EDUCATION BY LIKE MOST ABOUT
THE JOB.
Health
Bene
fits
Work/
Hours
Sche
dule
Guest
Con
tact
Conven
ient
Transport
ation
Other Total
Yes
(no. ) 1 2 10 0 1 14
(%) 3.0 6.1 30.3 0.0 3.0 42.4
NO
(no.) 0 4 13 1 1 19
(%) 0.0 12.1 39.4 3.0 3.0 57.6
Totals
(no.) 1 6 23 1 2 33
(%) 3.0 18.2 69.7 3.0 6.1 100.0
Other
1 - Salary
1 - Experience
2
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Table 10 shows the opinion of those FDAs who have a
hospitality education compared to those who do not have a
hospitality education toward what satisfies them the most
about their job.
There appears to be a difference in the opinions of
those with a hospitality education and those without a
hospitality education when asked about job satisfaction.
Those with a hospitality education are most satisfied
through customer satisfaction, by either resolving a
customer complaint or receiving a customer compliment. On
the other hand, it appears that those without a hospitality
education are most satisfied through recognition, by either
a customer compliment, receiving an employee award or
receiving their paycheck.
It is my opinion, there is a possibility that those
with a hospitality education put customer satisfaction on
the same plateau as their own satisfaction. While those
without a hospitality education desire outward recognition
of their accomplishments.
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TABLE 10
CROSSTABULATION OF HOSPITALITY EDUCATION BY WHAT SATISFIES
MOST ABOUT THE JOB.
Resol
ving
Guest
Comp
laints
Rec'g
Guest
Comp
liment
Work
Hours/
Sched
ule
Rec'g
Emp
loyee
Award
Rec'g
Pay
check
Other
-
Total
Yes
(no.) 7 6 1 0 2 2 18
(%) 17.5 15.0 2.5 0.0 5.0 5.0 45.0
No
(no.) 2 7 2 3 4 4 22
(%) 5.0 17.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 10.0 55.0
Totals
(no.) 9 13 3 3 6 6 40
(%) 22.5 32.5 7.5 7.5 15.0 15.0 100.0
Other
2 - Balancing audit
2 - Doing a good job
1 - Working with satisfied customers
1 - Leaving
6
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Table 11 shows the opinions of those FDAs with a
hospitality education and those without a hospitality
education toward their view of job satisfaction as compared
to the importance of their salary.
There seems to be a slight difference of opinion
between those with a hospitality education and those without
a hospitality education toward their view of job
satisfaction as compared to the importance of their salary.
Overall, it seems that those with a hospitality education
place a higher importance in job satisfaction than salary,
while those without a hospitality education place a higher
importance on salary.
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TABLE 11
CROSSTABULATION OF HOSPITALITY EDUCATION BY SALARY VERSUS
JOB SATISFACTION.
Most
Impor
tant
Very
Impor
tant
Impor
tant
Less
Impor
tant
Unim
por
tant
Equal
ly
impor
tant
Total
Yes
(no.) 1 7 4 3 0 8 23
(%) 2.1 14.6 8.3 6.3 0.0 16.7 47.9
No
(no.) 2 8 6 2 2 5 25
(%) 4.2 16.7 12.5 4.2 4.2 10.5 52.1
Totals
(no.) 3 15 10 5 2 13 48
(%) 6.3 31.3 20.8 10.4 4.2 27.1 100.0 J
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In order to examine that possibility of a trend between
formal training and the size of a hotel, crosstabulations
were performed on the size of hotel and the questions that
pertained to formal front desk training practices; question
31, what is the size of the hotel by questions 4-16.
Of the hotels participating in the survey, 38.8% of the
hotel contained between 50 - 100 rooms, 28.6% contained 100
- 150 rooms, 6.1% contained 150 - 200 rooms, 10.2% contained
200 - 300 rooms and 16.3% contained 300 rooms and over. The
percentage of hotels that were part of a corporate chain was
93.9%.
Tables 12-18 show the crosstabulations of the aspects
of formal training by the size of the hotel in which the
formal training took place. Even though it may be assumed
that because larger hotels may have larger budgets allotted
for formal training and more time to conduct formal training
the crosstabulations infer that the smaller hotels train as
much and with the same intensity as the larger hotels.
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TABLE 12
CROSSTABULATION OF SIZE OF HOTEL BY WHO CONDUCTED FORMAL
TRAINING (CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY)
WHO 50-100
ROOMS
100-150
ROOMS
150-200
ROOMS
200-300
ROOMS
300-OVER
ROOMS
Trainer 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Employer 36.4% 44.4% 100.0% 33.3% 0.0%
Supervisor 63.6% 33.3% 50.0% 33.3% 50.0%
Manager 36.4% 66.7% 50.0% 66.7% 50.0%
Human
Resources
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0%
Other 0.0% 11.1% 0.0% 33.3% 50.0%
Other
Computer
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TABLE 13
CROSSTABULATION OF HOTEL BY WHERE FORMAL TRAINING WAS
CONDUCTED (CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY)
WHERE 50-100
ROOMS
100-150
ROOMS
150-200
ROOMS
200-300
ROOMS
3 00-OVER
ROOMS
Front Desk 72.7% 77.8% 100.0% 33.3% 100.0%
Management
Room
27.3% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0%
Office 0.0% 22.2% 0.0% 100.0% 50.0%
Off Hotel
Site
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Other 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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TABLE 14
CROSSTABULATION OF SIZE OF HOTEL BY CROSS-TRAINED WITHIN
DEPARTMENT (CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY)
POSITION 50-100
ROOMS
100-150
ROOMS
150-200
ROOMS
200-300
ROOMS
300-OVER
ROOMS
Telephone
Operator
90.9% 77.8% 100.0% 66.7% 100.0%
Reserva
tion
27.3% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 50.0%
Nt Auditor 36.4% 11.1% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Other 27.3% 11.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
None 0.0% 22.2% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0%
Other
Guest Service
Bell Service
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TABLE 15
CROSSTABULATION OF SIZE OF HOTEL BY CROSS-TRAINED OUTSIDE OF
DEPARTMENT (CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY)
DEPARTMENT 50-100
ROOMS
100-150
ROOMS
150-200
ROOMS
200-300
ROOMS
300-OVER
ROOMS
House
Keeping
27.3 25.0% 50.0% 33.3% 0.0%
Sales 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Marketing 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 50.0%
Food &
Beverage
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0%
Engineerin
g
0.0% 0.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Accounting 0.0% 0.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Other 9.1% 0.0% 50.0% 33.3% 0.0%
None 72.7% 75.0% 0.0% 66.7% 50.0%
Other
Maintenance
Other
Guest Service
Bell Service
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TABLE 16
CROSSTABULATION OF SIZE OF HOTEL BY RESULT OF FORMAL
TRAINING FRONT DESK AGENT FEELS ABLE TO (CHOOSE ALL THAT
APPLY)
RESULT 50-100
ROOMS
100-150
ROOMS
150-200
ROOMS
200-300
ROOMS
300-OVER
ROOMS
Handle
Customer
Complaints
100.0% 77.8% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Check/ In
Check/Out
customers
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Answer
Customer
Inquiries
100.0% 88.9% 100.0% 66.7% 100.0%
Handle
Walk-in
Customers
81.8% 44.4% 100.0% 66.7% 50.0%
Make Folio
Adjustment 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Answer
Tourist
Inquiries
90.9% 77.8% 100.0% 66.7% 100.0%
Handle
Automated
Computer
System
45.5% 88.9% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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TABLE 17
CROSSTABULATION OF SIZE OF HOTEL BY TOPICS COVERED DURING
FORMAL TRAINING (CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY)
TOPIC 50-100
ROOMS
100-150
ROOMS
150-200
ROOMS
200-300
ROOMS
300-OVER
ROOMS
Basic Front
Desk
Procedure
100.0% 88.9% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Interperson
al Skills
18.2% 22.2% 100.0% 33.3% 50.0%
New
Equipment
Usage
63.6% 66.7% 100.0% 66.7% 50.0%
Listening
Skills
54.5% 22.2% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Rate
Management
45.5% 44.4% 100.0% 33.3% 50.0%
Goal
Setting
27.3% 22.2% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Computer
Application
45.5% 66.7% 100.0% 66.7% 50.0%
Customer
Relations
81.8% 44.4% 100.0% 33.3% 50.0%
Problem
Solving
63.6% 55.6% 100.0% 100.0% 50.0%
Train-the-
Trainer
0.0% 11.1% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Safety 63.6% 22.2% 50.0% 33.3% 50.0%
Motivation 27.3% 44.4% 50.0% 66.7% 50.0%
Stress
Management
9.1% 11.1% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Hotel /Produ
ct
Knowledge
72.7% 66.7% 100.0% 100.0% 50.0%
Other 9.1% 11.1% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Other
Nt-Audit
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TABLE 18
CROSSTABULATION OF SIZE OF HOTEL BY INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD
USED (CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY)
INSTRUCTION
METHOD
50-100
ROOMS
100-150
ROOMS
150-200
ROOMS
200-300
ROOMS
300-OVER
ROOMS
Videotape/
Film/Slide
36.4% 12.5% 0.0% 66.7% 0.0%
One-on-One 72.7% 87.5% 100.0% 66.7% 100.0%
Role Plays 18.2% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0%
Lecture/
Group
Discussion
18.2% 12.5% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0%
Self
Assessment/
Testing
27.3% 37.5% 50.0% 66.7% 100.0%
Self-Study 9.1% 25.0% 50.0% 66.7% 50.0%
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For the purposes of this study it was assumed that job
satisfaction was dependent on formal training, therefore the
FDA that did not receive formal training would be a less
satisfied employee. The alternate hypothesis based on this
assumption is: job satisfaction is dependent upon formal
front desk training. The null hypothesis based upon this
assumption is: job satisfaction is not dependent upon formal
front desk training.
Along with the basic crosstabulation computed is the
chi-squared test. The chi-squared technique will test the
hypothesis that the two classifications, formal front desk
training and job satisfaction, are independent of each
other. The chi-squared test enables us to statistically
determine whether or not a relationship exists between the
two variables. It tests the tenability of the hypothesis by
which a decision will be made to either accept, reject or
not reject the proposed hypothesis. The risk level is
stated as a probability, which is referred to as the level
of significance. The level chosen was .05 or 15%
probability that if the same survey was conducted again
under the same circumstances that the same relationship
would occur.
If the level of significance is more than .05 the null
hypothesis can not be rejected. If the level of
significance is less than .05 the null hypothesis can be
rejected. Pearson's formula for chi-square was utilized in
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the computer's data analysis. The value assigned is the
expected theoretical value, what the data analysis expects
the relationship to be. The degree of freedom (DF) , as used
in research, refers to the freedom by which the results are
allowed to vary. It is the latitude given to a specific
case. The chi-squared test validated whether or not the
null hypothesis in each case should be accepted, rejected or
not rejected. Although the chi-squared test is
statistically a test that is acceptable validation of a
hypothesis because the research is of the social sciences,
trends in the findings can be explored but concrete proof
cannot be concluded.
The four questions that were crosstabulated in
accordance to the hypothesis were: question 4, does your
hotel conduct ***formal front desk training for the front
desk agent, by question 20, what do you like least about
your job; question 21, what do you like most about your job;
question 24, what satisfies you most about your job; and
question 25, as compared to job satisfaction, how important
is your salary.
Table 19 shows the opinion of those FDAs who received
formal front desk training as compared to those FDAs who did
not receive formal front desk training toward what they like
least about their job. It appears that those FDAs who have
received formal front desk training like least about their
job is the work hours/schedule, while those FDAs that did
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not receive formal front desk training like least about
their job is the paper work. Those FDAs that did receive
formal front desk training disliked the visibility of their
job more than those FDAs that did not receive formal front
desk training. The 'other' category received the majority
of the responses but when the responses are broken down
independently the findings remain the same. It is also
impossible to break down the 'other' responses by whether or
not the FDA received formal front desk training. The chi-
squared level of significance for this particular
crosstabulation is .28928. The level of significance is
higher than .05, the null hypothesis therefore cannot be
rejected.
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TABLE 19
CROSSTABULATION OF FORMAL TRAINING BY LIKE LEAST
Work
Hours/Sc
hedule
Visibility Paper
Work
Other Total
Yes
(no.) 7 2 3 10 22
(%) 17.9 5.1 7.7 25.6 56.4
No
(no.) 2 1 6 8 17
(%) 5.1 2.6 15.4 20.5 43.6
Total
(no.) 9 3 9 18 39
(%). 23.1 7.7 23.1 46.2 100.0
Chi-Square Value
Pearson 3.75401
DF
3
Significance
.28928
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Table 20 shows the opinion of those FDAs who received
formal front desk training compared to those FDAs that did
not receive formal front desk training toward what they like
most about their job. It appears that there is no big
significance in what FDAs like most about their job whether
or not they have received formal front desk training, except
in the category of work hours/ schedule. It seems that those
FDAs who did not receive formal front desk training like
their work hours/ schedule more than those who did receive
formal front desk training. The majority of the respondents
indicated that they like guest contact most about their job.
the chi-squared level of significance for this particular
crosstabulation is .66337. The level of significance is
more than .05, therefore the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected.
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TABLE 20
CROSSTABULATION OF FORMAL TRAINING BY LIKE MOST
Health/
Medical
Work
Hour/
Schedule
Guest
Contact
Conveni
ent
Transpo
rtation
Other Total
Yes
(no.) 1 2 11 0 1 15
(%) 2.9 5.9 32.4 0.0 2.9
44.1
No
(no.) 0 4 13 1 1 19
(%) 0.0 11.8 38.2 2.9 2.9
55.9
Total
(no.) 1 6 24 1 2 34
(%) 2.9 17.7 70.6 2.9 5.8
100.0
Chi-Square
Pearson
Value
2.39591
DF
4
Significance
.66337
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Table 21 shows the opinions of those FDAs who received
formal front desk training as compared to those FDAs that
did not receive formal front desk training toward what
satisfies them most about their job. It appears that those
FDAs that have received formal front desk training find more
satisfaction in resolving a guest complaint and work
hours/schedule than those FDAs that did not receive formal
front desk training. It also appears that those FDAs that
did not receive formal front desk training find more
satisfaction in receiving a customer compliment and
receiving an employee award than those that did receive
formal front desk training. It is my opinion that to
account for the difference in opinion between those FDAs
that did receive formal front desk training and those FDAs
that did not, it is a possibility that those FDAs who did
receive formal front desk training find greater inner
satisfaction in knowing that they did their job well than
outward recognition. The chi-squared level of significance
for this particular crosstabulation is .02315. The level of
significance is less than .05, the null hypothesis can
therefore be rejected.
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TABLE 21
CROSSTABULATION OF FORMAL TRAINING BY SATISFIES MOST
Resolv
Custome
Complai
Receive
Customer
Complim
Work
Hours/
Schedu
Receiv
Employe
Reward
Receiv
Paych
Other
Yes
(no
)
8 5 3 1 3 1
(%) 19.5 12.2 7.3 2.4 7.3 2.4
No
(no
)
1 8 0 2 3 6
(%) 2.4 19.5 0.0 4.9 7.3 14.6
Tot
al
(no
)
9 13 3 3 6 7
(%) 22.0 31.7 7.3 7.3 14.6 17.1 j
Chi-Square
Pearson
Value
13.02487
DF
5
Significance
.02315
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Table 22 shows the opinion of those FDAs that received
formal front desk training compared to those FDAs that did
not receive formal front desk training toward their job
satisfaction as compared to their salary. It appears that
whether or not FDAs have or have not received formal front
desk training, the majority said that their salary was
either very important or equally important. The discrepancy
of opinion is in the remaining three categories. It appears
that those FDAs with formal front desk training regard their
salary as compared to job satisfaction as being less
important than those FDAs that did not receive formal front
desk training. The chi-squared level of significance for
this particular crosstabulation is .40543. The level of
significance is more than .05, the null hypothesis therefore
cannot be rejected.
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TABLE 22
CROSSTABULATION OF FORMAL TRAINING BY SALARY VERSUS
SATISFACTION
Resolv
Custom
Complai
Receive
Custom
Compli
Work
Hours/
Schedu
Receive
Employ
Reward
Receive
Pay
check
Other
Yes
(no
.)
8 5 3 1 3 1
(%) 19.5 12.2 7.3 2.4 7.3 2.4
No
(no
)
1 8 0 2 3 6
(%) 2.4 19.5 0.0 4.9 7.3 ! 14.6
Tot
al
(no
)
9 13 3 3 6 7
(%) 22.0 31.7 7.3 7.3 14.6 17.1
Chi-Square
Pearson
Value
5.08635
DF
5
Significance
.40543
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Tables 19-22 are crosstabulations of formal training by job
satisfaction. These crosstabulations in conjunction with
the chi-squared test, clearly show that there is no direct
correlation between formal training and job satisfaction
according to the surveyed population. Respondents that did
not receive formal training answered in basically the same
manner as those that did receive formal training.
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Chapter V
Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
The level of job satisfaction felt by the front desk
agent/trainee is not dependent upon the formal front desk
training they may receive from the hotel property. The
questionnaire and the tests that were performed upon the
questionnaire results to cross-tabulate the level of job
satisfaction against the formal front desk training received
concluded that in the Rochester/Monroe County area job
satisfaction is independent of formal front desk training.
Due the fact that two questionnaires were performed, one on
the front desk agent/trainee and the other on the front desk
manager/ trainer, the study was also able to conclude that the
perception of the formal front desk training that the front
desk agent/trainee received was different from that of the
front desk manager/trainer. The front desk manager/trainer
was more positive in the benefits of the formal training than
the front desk agent/trainee.
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Recommendations
The first recommendation is that the study be performed
again in the same area in order to evaluate any type of
discrepancies in the findings. It is also recommended that
the study be more focused. The questionnaire should be more
specific to the one topic of job satisfaction and formal
training and not examine other factors such as educational
background and career goals. The study should also be
performed in different areas to see if geographical location
has anything to do with the level of job satisfaction being
dependent upon formal training. Another recommendation would
be to also perform the study but limited within specific hotel
categories such as privately owned hotels and chain hotels.
There are countless ways in which this study can be modified
in order examine the relationship between job satisfaction and
formal training. Because so many companies have poured so
much time, effort and money into formal training programs it
is important to use this type of information to evaluate its
worth .
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Rochester Institute of Technology
School of Food. Hotel and
APPENDICES ^managementDepartment ofGraduate Studies
George Eastman Building
Appendix A PostOffice Box 9887
Rochester, NewYork 14623-0887
716-475-5666 Fax 716-475-5099
July 12, 1991 .
DearGeneral Manager,
Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to address this matter of Importance. Two research
studies are being sponsored by the School of Food, Hotel and Travel Management at the Rochester
Institute of Technology and they are being supported by the Rochester Hotel and Motel Association.
These projects are a hotel operation study focusing on the training of front desk agents and the relative
effects training has on employee retention, and a housekeeping study focussing on employee
satisfaction and turnover.
We would appreciate it if your hotel would participate in these studies. The first stage involves two
questionnaires, one each to be completed by the front desk agents, the front desk manager and the
housekeeping staff. All appointments to administer these studies will be made at your convenience. All
participant responses will be held in the strictest confidence. Completion of the questionnaires should
take no more than five minutes. Upon request, the results of these studies can be shared with hotels that
participate.
Enclosed are copies of the questionnaires for your review. We will call you to confirm your participation
and to arrange a mutually convenient time to conduct these important studies. If you have any question
regarding the studies, or the intent of this research, please contact our faculty advisors, Dr. Edward
Stockham, at (716) 475-5666 or Mr. David Crumb at (716) 475-2355.
Sincerely,
Nicole M. Harley Monica Tembl
Research Assistant Research Assistant
Edward Stockham, Ph.D.
Department of Graduate Studies
Enclosure
xc: Front Office Manager
Front Desk Manager
Housekeeping Manager
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Appendix B
Front Desk Agent/Trainee Questionnaire
with Frequencies and Valid Percents
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this
questionnaire. The objective of this questionnaire is to
evaluate the effect formal training has on the retention and
job satisfaction of employees. ***Formal training refers to
training which is structured, classroom or one-on-one
instruction, not on-the-job, or "pick up as you go along"
training. Please fill out all of the questions according to
formal training that was given to you by the hotel. Please
circle all of your answers in pen. Once again thank you for
your cooperation and participation.
***piease refer to definition of formal training within the
introductions .
Frequency Valid Percent
1. How long have you worked in your present position?
(Choose one only)
(1) Less than 1 month 3 6.3
(2) 6 months 18 37.5
(3) 6-12 months 9 18.8
(4) 1-3 years 13 27.1
(5) Longer than 3 years 5 10.4
1 Missing
49 100.0
2. Were you given a policies and procedures manual or
employee handbook by the hotel?
(1) Yes 35 71.4
(2) No 14 28.6
49 100.0
3. If your answer to #2 was yes did a supervisor/manager/
personnel review it with you or answer your questions?
(1) Yes 27 69.2
(2) No 12 30.8
10 Missing
49 100.0
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Frequency Valid Percent
4. Have you ever received ***formal front desk training at
this hotel?
(1) Yes 27 55.1
(2) No 22 44.9
49 100.0
If no, please skip to question number 17 and continue to
answer the questions. If yes, please continue with
questions 5-40.
5. Was ***formal training conducted during an orientation
with other employees?
(1) Yes 10 37.0
(2) No 17 63.0
22 Missing
49 100.0
6. Have you received ***formal training other than general
orientation?
(1) Yes 23 85.2
(2) No 4 14.8
22 Missing
49 100.0
7. When did you start ***formal training?
only)
(D Day one
(2) Week one
(3) Week two
(4) Week three
(5) Week four
(6) After 1 month
r i (Choose one
25 92.6
2 7.4
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
22 Missing
49 100.0
8. How long was the ***formal training period?
(Choose one only)
(1) 2-6 hours 5
(2) 2-3 days 14
(3) 30 days 2
(4) 60 days 0
(5) 90 days 1
(6) Other (Please specify) 5
22
49
18.5
51.9
7.4
0.0
3.7
18.5
Missing
100.0
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Frequency Valid Percent
9. Who conducted your ***formal training?
(Choose all that apply)
(1) A designated trainer 0/27 0.0
(2) An experienced employee 11/27 40.7
(3) A supervisor 13/27 48.1
(4) A manager 14/27 51.8
(5) A human resource employee 1/27 3.7
(6) Other (Please specify) 3/27 11.1
22/27 Missing
10. Where was the ***formal training conducted?
(Choose all that apply)
(1) At the front desk 20/27 74.0
(2) In a conference/
meeting room 4/27 14.8
(3) In an office 6/27 22.2
(4) Off of the hotel site 0/27 0.0
(5) Other (Please specify) 0/27 0.0
22/27 Missing
11. Were you cross-trained within your department?
(Choose all that apply)
(1) Telephone Operator 23/27 85.2
(2) Reservationist 21/27 77.8
(3) Night Auditor 6/27 22.2
(4) Other (Please specify) 4/27 14.8
(5) None 3/27 11.1
22/49 Missing
12 . Were you cross-trained with other departments in
the hotel? (Choose all that apply)
(1) Housekeeping 7/26 26.9
(2) Sales 1/26 3.8
(3) Marketing 1/26 3.8
(4) Food and Beverage 1/26 3.8
(5) Engineering 1/26 3.8
(6) Accounting 1/26 3.8
(7) Other (Please specify) 3/26 11.5
(8) None 17/26 65.4
24/49 Missing
13. Does the ***formal training you received conflict with
the actual duties you perform at the front desk?
(1) Yes 1 4-
(2) No 24 96.0
24 Missing
49 100.0
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Frequency Valid Percent
14. As a result of the ***formal training that you received
do you feel you are able to: (Choose all that apply)
(1) Handle customer complaints
25/27 92.6
(2) Check in/check out customers
27/27 100.0
(3) Answer customer inquiries
25/27 92.6
(4) Handle walking a customer
18/27 66.7
(5) Make folio adjusting entries
27/27 100.0
(6) Answer touristic inquiries
23/27 85.2
(7) Handled automated computer systems
22/49 Missing
15. Select the topics that were covered during your
***formal training? (Choose all that apply)
(1) Basic Front Desk Procedure
(2) Interpersonal Skills
(3) New Equipment Usage
(4) Listening Skills
(5) Rate Management
(6) Goal Setting
(7) Computer Application
(8) Customer Relations
(9) Problem Solving
(10) Train-the-Trainer
(11) Safety
(12) Motivation
(13) Stress Management
(14) Hotel/Product Knowledge
(15) Other (Please specify)
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27/27 100.0
8/27 29.6
18/27 66.7
10/27 37.0
13/27 48.1
6/27 22.2
16/27 59.3
17/27 63.0
18/27 66.7
2/27 7.4
12/27 44.4
11/27 40.7
3/27 11.1
20/27 74.1
3/27 11.1
23/27 Missing
Frequency Valid Percent
16. What type of instructional methods were used?
(Choose all that apply)
(1) Videotapes/Slides/Films
7/26 26.9
(2) One-on-One instruction
21/26 80.8
(3) Role Plays
3/26 11.5
(4) Lectures /Group discussion
4/26 15.4
(5) Self assessment/Self testing
11/26 42.3
(6) Self-study program
7/26 26.9
23/49 Missing
17. How could your job as a front desk agent be made
easier? (Choose all that apply)
(1) More computerization
18/46 39.1
17/46 37.0
6/46 13.0
6/46 13.0
9/46 19.6
(2) Less paper work
(3) Less bureaucracy
(4) More decision making
(5) More ***formal training
(6) More organization
12/46 26.1
(7) Front desk staffing according to need
21/46 45.7
(8) Better communication between departments
23/46 50.0
(9) Cross-training in other areas
12/46 26.1
(10) Other (Please specify)
5/46 10.9
3/49 Missing
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Frequency Valid Percent
18. What attracted you to the front desk position?
(Choose one only)
(1) Glamour of job
(2) Contact with customers
(3) Importance of job
(4) Easy job
(5) Work hours/Schedule
(6) Other (Please specify)
1
17
2
11
5
0
13
49
2
47
5,
30,
13,
0.0
Missing
100.0
19
2.1
20,
Why did you choose to work in the hospitality industry?
(Choose all that apply)
(1) Glamorous 1/48
(2) Career opportunity
(3) Education in industry
(4) Suited your personality
(5) High prestige
(6) Good benefits
(7) "Fell into" industry
(8) Good money
(9) Family in industry
(10) Other (Please specify)
What do you like least about your job?
only)
(1) Work hours/Schedule
(2) Visibility
(3) Paper work
(4) Other (Please specify)
21. What do you like most about your job?
only)
(1) Health/Medical benefits
(2) Employee meals
(3) Work hours/Schedule
(4) Guest/People contact
(5) Convenience to transp
(6) Other (Please specify)
24/48 50.0
23/48 47.9
29/48 60.4
1/48 2.1
6/48 12.5
9/48 18.8
3/48 6.3
3/48 6.3
6/48 12.5
1/49 Missing
(Choose one
9 23.1
3 7.7
9 23.1
18 46.2
10 Missing
49 100.0
(Choose one
1 2.9
0 0.0
6 17.6
24 70.6
1 2.9
2 5.9
15 Missing
49 100.0
22. Are your job duties what you expected them to be?
(1) Yes 46 93.9
(2) No 3 6.1
49 100.0
100
Frequency Valid Percent
23. If given the opportunity what other position
hotel would you prefer? (Choose one only)
(1) Sales/Marketing
Representative
(2) Housekeeper
(3) Reservationist
(4) Telephone Operator
(5) Bell Staff
(6) General Manager
(7) Wait Staff
(8) Concierge
(9) Restaurant Host
(10) Front Office Manager
(11) Remain Front Desk Agent
(12) Other (Please specify)
6
0
0
1
0
6
0
7
0
8
9
1
11
49
in the
15.8
0.0
0.0
2.6
0.0
15.8
0.0
18.4
0.0
21.2
23.7
2.6
Missing
100.0
24. What satisfies you the most about your job?
(Choose one only)
(1) Resolving a customer complaint
9
Receiving a customer compliment
13
Work hours/Schedule
3
Receiving an employee reward
3
Receiving your paycheck
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6) Other (Please specify)
7
8
49
22.0
31.7
7.3
7.3
14.6
17.1
Missing
100.0
25. As compared to job satisfaction, how important is your
salary?
(1) Most important
(2) Very important
( 3 ) Important
(4) Less important
(5) Unimportant
(6) Equally important
3
15
10
6
2
13
49
6.1
30.6
20.4
12.2
4.1
26.5
100.0
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Frequency Valid Percent
In order to quantify your responses, please answer the
following.
26. What is your age in years?
27.
(1) 18 - 21
(2) 22 - 25
(3) 26 - 30
(4) 31 - 35
(5) 36 - 40
(6) 41 or older
What is your sex?
(1) Male
(2) Female
18 36.7
15 30.6
8 16.3
5 10.2
1 2.0
2 4.1
11 22.4
38 77.6
49 100.0
28. What is your marital status?
(1) Married 11 22.4
(2) Single 37 75.5
(3) Divorced 1 2.0
49 100.0
29. What source of income is your job in you family unit?
(1) Primary 22 50.0
(2) Secondary 22 50.0
5 Missing
30. How did you learn about this job? (Choose one only)
(1) Job advertisement 16 32.7
(2) A friend 7 14.3
(3) A relative 1 2.0
(4) A hotel employee 10 20.4
(5) Other (Please specify) 15 30.6
49 100.0
31. What is the size of the hotel? (Choose one only)
(1) Under 50 rooms 0 0.0
(2) 50 - 100 rooms 19 38.8
(3) 100 - 150 rooms 14 28.6
(4) 150 - 200 rooms 3 6.1
(5) 200 - 300 rooms 5 10.2
(6) 300 rooms and over 8 16.3
49 100.0
32. Is your hotel part of a chain?
(1) Yes 46 93.9
(2) No 3 6.1
49 100.0
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33. How long do you see yourself being a Front Desk Agent?
(Choose one only)
(1) 1-6 months 6 12.5
(2) 6-12 months 7 14 6
(3) 1-2 years 16 33^3
(4) 2-3 years 9 18[8
(5) Other (Please specify) io 20.8
1 Missing
49 100.0
34 How long do you see yourself remaining with your
current company? (Choose one only)
(1) 6-12 months 11 24.4
(2) 1-2 years 9 20.0
(3) 2-3 years 5 11.1
(4) 3-4 years 8 17.8
(5) Other (Please specify) 12 26.7
4 Missing
49 100.0
35. How long do you see yourself remaining in the
hospitality industry? (Choose one only)
(1) 1-2 years 3 6.4
(2) 2-4 years 5 10.6
(3) 4-6 years 4 8.5
(4) 6-8 years 13 27.7
(5) Other (Please specify) 22 46.8
2 Missing
49 100.0
36. Do you have a degree?
(1) Yes 32 65.3
(2) No 17 34.7
49 100.0
37- If you answered yes to question #36, what level of
education have you completed?
(1) High school degree 8 22.9
(2) Technical school degree 1 2.9
(3) Two year college degree 16 45.7
(4) Four year college degree 8 22.9
(5) Graduate degree 1 2.9
(6) Other (Please specify) 1 2.9
14 Missing
49 100.0
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38. If you answered questions 3 6 and 37, what was your
54.5
9.1
0.0
6.1
30.3
Missing
100.0
39
major?
(1) Hospitality 18
(2) Business 3
(3) Science 0
(4) Liberal Arts 2
(5) Other (Please specify) 10
16
49
Have you previously worked in an
desk position?
(1) Yes 29
(2) No 20
49
hotel in a front
59
40
100
2
8
0
40. If you answered yes to question
work in this position?
(1) less than 1 month
(2) 6 months
(3) 6-12 months
(4) 1-3 years
(5) longer than 3 years
#39, how long did you
1
10
9
5
4
20
49
3.
34,
31.
10,
13,
Missing
100.0
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Appendix C
Front Desk Manager/Trainer Questionnaire
with Frequencies and Valid Percents
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this
questionnaire. The objective of this questionnaire is to
evaluate the effect formal training has on the retention and
job satisfaction of employees. ***Formal training refers to
training which is structured, classroom or one-on-one
instruction, not on-the-job, or "pick up as you go along"
training. Please fill out all of the questions according to
formal training that was given to your font desk agents by
the hotel. Please circle all of your answers in pen. Once
again thank you for your cooperation and participation.
***Please refer to definition of formal training within the
introductions .
Frequency Valid Percent
1. How long does the average front desk agent hold their
position? (Choose one only)
(1) Less than 1 month 0 0.0
(2) 6 months 0 0.0
(3) 6-12 months 5 29.4
(4) 1-3 years 12 70.6
(5) Longer than 3 years 0 0.0
17 100.0
2. Are your front desk agents given a policies and
procedures manual or employee handbook by the hotel?
(1) Yes 15 88.2
(2) No 2 11.8
17 100.0
3. If your answer to #2 was yes, does supervisor /manager/
personnel review it with the front desk agent or answer
their questions?
(1) Yes 12 70.6
(2) No 2 11.8
3 Missing
17 100.0
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4. Does your hotel conduct ***formal front desk training
for the front desk agent?
(1) Yes 12 70.6
(2) No 5 29.4
17 100.0
If no, please skip to question number 17 and continue to
answer the questions. If yes, please continue with
questions 5-28.
5. Is ***formal training conducted during an orientation
with other employees?
(1) Yes 3 25.0
(2) No 9 75.0
5 Missing
17 100.0
6. Do front desk agents receive ***formal training other
than general orientation?
(1) Yes 12 100.0
(2) No 0 0.0
5 Missing
17 100.0
7. When do front desk agents start ***formal training?
(Choose one only)
(1) Day one 11 91.7
(2) Week one 1 8.3
(3) Week two 0 0.0
(4) Week three 0 0.0
(5) Week four 0 0.0
(6) After 1 month 0 0.0
5 Missing
17 100.0
8. How long is the ***formal training period?
(Choose one only)
(1) 2-6 hours 0 0.0
(2) 2-3 days 8 66.7
(3) 30 days 1 8.3
(4) 60 days 0 0.0
(5) 90 days 1 8.3
(6) Other (Please specify) 2 16.7
5 Missing
17 100.0
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9. Who conducts your ***formal training of the front desk
agents? (Choose all that apply)
(1) A designated trainer 3/12 25.0
(2) An experienced employee 8/12 66.7
(3) A supervisor 6/12 50.0
(4) A manager 10/12 83.3
(5) A human resource employee 0/12 0.0
(6) Other (Please specify) 1/12 8.3
5/17 Missing
10. Where is the ***formal training conducted?
(Choose all that apply)
(1) At the front desk 11/12 91.7
(2) In a conference/
meeting room 4/12
(3) In an office 6/12
(4) Off of the hotel site 0/12
(5) Other (Please specify) 0/12
5/17
11. Were you cross-trained within your department?
(Choose all that apply)
(1) Telephone Operator 12/12
(2) Reservationist 11/12
(3) Night Auditor 5/12
(4) Other (Please specify) 0/12
(5) None 0/12
5/17
12 . Were you cross-trained with other departments in the
hotel? (Choose all that apply)
(1) Housekeeping 2/12
(2) Sales 1/12
(3) Marketing 1/12
(4) Food and Beverage 1/12
(5) Engineering 0/12
(6) Accounting 0/12
(7) Other (Please specify) 0/12
(8) None 8/12
5/17
13. Does the ***formal training you received conflict with
the actual duties you perform at the front desk?
(1) Yes 2 22.2
(2) No 7 77.8
8 Missing
17 100.0
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33 .3
50 .0
0 .0
0,.0
Missing
/>
100..0
91,,7
41,,7
0,,0
0.,0
Missing
i
26. 9
3. 8
3. 8
3. 8
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
66. 7
Missing
58,,3
100.,0
83,,3
50.,0
91.,7
83.,3
83.3
Missing
Frequency Valid Percent
14. As a result of the ***formal training that you received
do you feel you are able to: (Choose all that apply)
(1) Handle customer complaints
7/12
(2) Check in/check out customers
12/12
(3) Answer customer inquiries
10/12
(4) Handle walking a customer
6/12
(5) Make folio adjusting entries
11/12
(6) Answer touristic inquiries
10/12
(7) Handled automated computer systems
10/12
5/17
15. Select the topics that were covered during your
***formal training? (Choose all that apply)
(1) Basic Front Desk Procedure
(2) Interpersonal Skills
(3) New Equipment Usage
(4) Listening Skills
(5) Rate Management
(6) Goal Setting
(7) Computer Application
(8) Customer Relations
(9) Problem Solving
(10) Train-the-Trainer
(11) Safety
(12) Motivation
(13) Stress Management
(14) Hotel/Product Knowledge
(15) Other (Please specify)
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12/12 100.0
5/12 41.7
12/12 100.0
2/12 16.7
3/12 25.0
1/12 8.3
6/12 50.0
10/12 83.3
8/12 66.7
1/12 8.3
7/12 58.3
5/12 41.7
3/12 25.0
11/12 91.7
0/12 0.0
5/17 Missing
Frequency Valid Percent
16. What type of instructional methods were used?
(Choose all that apply)
(1) Videotapes/Slides/Films
6/12 50.0
(2) One-on-One instruction
11/12 91.7
(3) Role Plays
5/12 41.7
(4) Lectures/Group discussion
2/12 16.7
(5) Self assessment/Self testing
5/12 41.7
(6) Self-study program
1/12 8.3
5/17 Missing
17. How could your job as a front desk agent be made
easier?
(Choose all that apply)
(1) More computerization
4/17 33.3
3/17 17.6
5/17 29.4
2/17 11.8
7/17 41.2
(2) Less paper work
(3) Less bureaucracy
(4) More decision making
(5) More ***formal training
(6) More organization
2/17 11.8
(7) Front desk staffing according to need
1/17 5.9
(8) Better communication between departments
8/17 47.1
(9) Cross-training in other areas
7/17 41.2
(10) Other (Please specify)
0/17 0.0
0/17 Missing
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18
19
20,
What attracted you to the front desk position?
(Choose one only)
(1) Glamour of job
(2) Contact with customers
(3) Importance of job
(4) Easy job
(5) Work hours/Schedule
(6) Other (Please specify)
3
6
4
1
1
0
1
17
20.0
40.0
26.6
6.7
6.7
0.0
Missing
100.0
Why did
(Choose
you
all
choose to work
that apply)
in the hospitality industry?
(1) Glamorous 4/17
(2) Career opportunity 11/17
(3) Education in industry 11/17
(4) Suited your personality 13/17
(5) High prestige 0/17
(6) Good benefits 2/17
(7) "Fell into" industry 4/17
(8) Good money 1/17
(9) Family in industry 3/17
(10) Other (Please specify) 0/17
0/17
What do you like least about your job?
only)
(1) Work hours /Schedule 5
(2) Visibility 1
(3) Paper work 5
(4) Other (Please specify) 4
2
17
23.5
64.7
64.7
76.5
0.0
11.8
23,
5,
17.
0,
Missing
(Choose one
33.3
6.7
33.3
26.7
Missing
100.0
21. What do you like most about your job? (Choose one
only)
(1) Health/Medical benefits
(2) Employee meals
(3) Work hours/Schedule
(4) Guest/People contact
(5) Convenience to transp
(6) Other (Please specify)
0
0
1
12
0
2
2
17
0.0
0.0
6.7
80.0
0.0
13.3
Missing
100.0
22. Are your job duties what you expected them to be?
(1) Yes 16 94.1
(2) No 1 5.9
17 100.0
110
Frequency Valid Percent
23. If given the opportunity what other position in the
hotel would you prefer? (Choose one only)
(1) Sales/Marketing
Representative
(2) Housekeeper
(3) Reservationist
(4) Telephone Operator
(5) Bell Staff
(6) General Manager
(7) Wait Staff
(8) Concierge
(9) Restaurant Host
(10) Front Office Manager
(11) Remain Front Desk Agent
(12) Other (Please specify)
1
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
5
2
1
0
17
8.3
0.0
8.3
0
0
7
0
0
0
16,
0,
0.0
0.0
41.7
16.7
8.3
Missing
100.0
24
25,
What satisfies you the most about your job?
(Choose one only)
(1) Resolving a customer complaint
2
Receiving a customer compliment
7
Work hours/Schedule
0
Receiving an employee reward
1
Receiving your paycheck
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6) Other (Please specify)
2
3
17
14.3
50.0
0.0
7.1
14.3
14.3
Missing
100.0
As compared to job satisfaction, how important is your
salary?
(1) Most important 2 11.8
(2) Very important 10 58.8
(3) Important 2 11.8
(4) Less important 0 0.0
(5) Unimportant 0 0.0
(6) Equally important 3 17.8
17 100.0
111
Frequency Valid Percent
26. How did you learn about this job?
(1) Job advertisement
(2) A friend
(3) A relative
(4) A hotel employee
(5) Other (Please specify)
10
2
0
5
0
17
(Choose one only)
58.8
11.8
0.0
29.4
0.0
100.0
27. What is the size of the hotel? (Choose one only)
(1) Under 50 rooms
(2) 50 - 100 rooms
(3) 100 - 150 rooms
(4) 150 - 200 rooms
(5) 200 - 300 rooms
(6) 300 rooms and over
0
6
5
2
1
3
17
0.0
35.5
29.4
11.8
5.9
17.6
100.0
28. Is your hotel part of a chain?
(1) Yes 14
(2) No 3
17
82.3
17.7
100.0
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